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The last few years have been an exciting one for the live music scene in Chicago. For the first time in decades, venues have sprouted across the city, welcoming talented musicians from all genres, with a new and unique identity. Every time we visit a venue, we're excited to hear the new sounds. Live music venues have been in a bit of a transition lately, with the rise of live streaming video platforms and internet radio, but the live music scene here in Chicago is
stronger than ever before. There are more than 20 venues in all that could host a show. We visited them all, and our favorites are... . All rights reserved. 10. Beat Kitchen One of the most important music venues in Chicago is The Beat Kitchen. Opened in 2013, it's a relatively new venue located in Wicker Park, featuring a big room, a small room, a basement bar and the Beat Kitchen Art Gallery. It also hosts art and comedy shows. The small room is used for

jazz, soul, funk and R&B sets, and the big room is perfect for a rock or alternative show. Shows at The Beat Kitchen are free unless otherwise noted. Opened in 2013, The Beat Kitchen is a venue featuring a small room, a big room and the Beat Kitchen Art Gallery. The big room is used for rock, punk and pop shows, and is usually booked for the biggest shows. It has a stage and a bar, with two sections divided by a wall. The stage has video screens with
music videos and other video elements that light up during the set. One of the most important music venues in Chicago is The Beat Kitchen. 9. Metro More than 30 years ago, a group of musicians opened Metro. It's a venue and music school in Wicker Park. It hosts jazz, funk, soul and classic rock shows, and was home to the band the Killers before they became famous. It's also home to a little teeny tiny basement bar. The band the Killers used to perform at

the Metro in Wicker Park, Chicago. 8. Slim's Slim's is a jazz club in Wicker Park. It's a wonderful venue for jazz and blues sets. It's small but big on atmosphere. It has a small room with a stage and a small bar. It's a good venue for a hip-hop show. Slim's
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